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ON THE PATTERN OF ASYMMETRIES IN THE POLEMODEL OF WEAK RADIATIVE HYPERON DECAYSP. �enzykowskiDepartment of Theoretial Physis, Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Polandemail: zenzyko�solaris.ifj.edu.pl(Reeived September 30, 1998)We study the question whether the pole-model VMD approah to weakradiative hyperon deays an be made onsistent with Hara's theorem andstill yield the pattern of asymmetries harateristi of the quark model. It isfound that an essential ingredient whih governs the pattern of asymmetriesis the assumed o�-shell behaviour of the parity-onserving 1=2��1=2+�amplitudes. It appears that this behaviour an be hosen in suh a waythat the pattern harateristi of the quark model is obtained, and yetHara's theorem satis�ed. As a byprodut, however, all parity-violatingamplitudes in weak radiative and nonleptoni hyperon deays must thenvanish in the SU(3) limit. This is in on�it with the observed size of weakmeson�nuleon ouplings.PACS numbers: 11.30.Ly, 12.40.Vv, 13.30.�a1. IntrodutionWeak radiative hyperon deays (WRHD's) present a hallenge to ourtheoretial understanding. Despite many years of theoretial studies, a sat-isfatory desription of these proesses is still laking. For a review seeRef. [1℄ where urrent theoretial and experimental situation in the �eld ispresented.The puzzle posed by WRHD's manifests itself as a possible on�it be-tween Hara's theorem [2℄ and experiment. Hara's theorem is formulatedin the language of loal �eld theory at hadron level, and is based on CP-and gauge- invariane. It states that the parity-violating amplitude of the�+ ! p deay should vanish in the limit of SU(3) �avour symmetry.For expeted weak breaking of SU(3) symmetry the parity-violating ampli-tude in question and, onsequently, the �+ ! p deay asymmetry shouldbe small. Experiment [3℄ shows, however, that the asymmetry is large:(271)



272 P. �enzykowski�(�+ ! p) = �0:72� 0:086� 0:045. Explanation of suh a large value ofthis asymmetry is even more di�ult when one demands a suessful simul-taneous desription of the experimental values of the asymmetries of threerelated WRHD's, namely �! n, �0 ! �, and �0 ! �0.Theoretial alulations may be divided into those performed totally atquark level (e.g. [5, 6℄) and those ultimately arried out at hadron level(e.g. [4, 7℄). Hadron-level alulations are based on the pole model, withHara's theorem usually satis�ed by onstrution. The only exeption is thehadron-level vetor-meson dominane (VMD) symmetry approah of Ref. [7℄whih admits a pole-model interpretation and yet violates the theorem. Onthe other hand, quark model alulation of Ref. [5℄ (and its phenomenolog-ial appliations [6℄), in spite of being expliitly CP- and gauge- invariant,diretly violate the theorem. The problem is further onfounded by thefat that experiment seems to agree with the preditions of the quark (orVMD) model, and not with those of the pole model satisfying Hara's theo-rem. Putting aside the approah of Ref. [7℄, for known pole and quark modelsthere exists an important di�erene between their preditions onerning thepattern of the signs of asymmetries in the four WRHD's mentioned above.For the set of asymmetries (�+ ! p, �! n, �0 ! �, �0 ! �0) thepole model [4℄ predits the pattern (�;�;�;�), while the quark model [1,6℄gives (�;+;+;�). Experiment (and in partiular the sign of the �0 ! �asymmetry [8℄) hints [1℄ that it is the latter alternative that is realized inNature. Apart from the quark model, there are two other approahes thatyield the pattern (�;+;+;�). The �rst one is the hadron-level SU(6)W�VMD approah of Ref. [7℄ whih so far gives the best desription of data [1℄.The other is a diquark approah of Ref. [10℄.The VMD presription seems to violate Hara's theorem as well. Al-though a onnetion between the quark model and VMD result has beenproposed [7℄, loser inspetion [9℄ reveals that the origin of the violationof Hara's theorem is slightly di�erent in the two models. In the quarkmodel, the violation of Hara's theorem arises from bremsstrahlung diagramsin whih photon is emitted from one of the pair of quarks exhanging theW -boson. The violation is onneted with the intermediate quark enteringits mass-shell in the q ! 0 limit. The SU(6)W�VMD approah (relatedby symmetry to the standard pole model of nonleptoni hyperon deays)admits a pole-model interpretation. Then, the intermediate state is an ex-ited 1=2� state whih is not degenerate with external ground state baryon.Hene, the intermediate exited baryon state annot be on its mass shell.The diquark approah [10℄ ontains a few free parameters, among themthe masses of spin 0 and spin 1 diquarks. In the limit when these masses areequal to eah other the approah yields the pattern (�;+;+;�). Further-more, all parity violating amplitudes are then proportional to the ms �md



On the Pattern of Asymmetries in the Pole Model of: : : 273mass di�erene and, onsequently, Hara's theorem is satis�ed. The pattern(�;+;+;�) for the diquark approah looks a little bit like an aident sineit holds only when spin 0�spin 1 symmetry is satis�ed. Still, the result ofRef. [10℄ poses the question if one an �nd other models whih satisfy Hara'stheorem and yet give the pattern (�;+;+;�).Spei�ally, the question that we put forward in this paper is: an thephenomenologial suess of VMD [1℄ be onsistent with Hara's theorem?We will show that the answer to this question is �yes�. However, onsistenyof the phenomenologial suess of the SU(6)W� VMD approah with Hara'stheorem implies that dominant parts of all parity violating WRHD's ampli-tudes (as well as those of nonleptoni hyperon deays) must vanish in theSU(3) limit. This markedly di�ers from the way in whih Hara's theorem issatis�ed in the standard pole model of Ref. [4℄. That is, in Ref. [4℄ it is onlythe �+ ! p parity violating amplitude that vanishes in the SU(3) limit,while three remaining relevant WRHD parity-violating amplitudes remainonstant and nonzero. The di�erene between the pole model of Ref. [4℄and the pole model onsidered in this paper is onneted to the o�-shellbehaviour of the B�B ouplings. Throughout this paper, all our formulaswill be onsistent with Hara's theorem: we will not refer to Ref. [5℄ otherwisethan in a disussion. 2. Photon�baryon ouplingsLet us onsider parity-violating, CP-onserving interation of a photonwith spin 1=2+ baryons. The most general onserved eletromagneti axialurrent of spin 1=2+ baryons may be written in this ase asj�5 = g1;kl(q2) k(q2� � q� 6q)5 l + g2;kl(q2) ki���5q� l ; (1)where q = pl � pk and we use onventions of Ref. [11℄ for  matries. Notethe fator of q2 in the �rst term of Eq. (1). Indies l; k label initial and �nalbaryons and may be di�erent (e.g. (l; k) = (�+; p), et.). Hermitiity andCP invariane of j5 � A oupling require funtions g1, g2 to be real (see e.g.Ref. [12℄). Furthermore, g1 is symmetri and g2 antisymmetri in baryonindies g1;kl = g1;lk ;g2;kl = �g2;lk : (2)For real photons (q2 = 0, q �A = 0) the oupling to a photon of the �rst termin Eq. (1) vanishes. Thus, the only ontribution may ome from the seondterm. Hara's theorem [2℄ states that in the SU(3) limit the funtion g2;�+pmust vanish. The reason is simple: in the SU(3) limit wave funtions of �+



274 P. �enzykowskiand p must be idential sine they are obtained from eah other by a simplereplaement s$ d. Furthermore, photon is a U -spin singlet. Thus, funtiong2;�+p must be proportional to g2;pp (apart from the Cabibbo fator, nothinghanges when we replae s by d in �+). Beause of its antisymmetry thefuntion g2;pp is, however, zero. This proof does not speify, however, inwhat way the funtion g2;�+p vanishes. Furthermore, it says nothing aboutfuntions g2;kl for the remaining three WRHD's: � ! n, �0 ! �, and�0 ! �0.In the pole model of Ref. [4℄ WRHD's proeed in two stages: a virtualdeay of the initial ground-state baryon Bi into a photon and an exited spin1=2� B� baryon followed by a weak interation transforming the latter intoa �nal ground-state baryon Bf (a reverse order of interations is of oursealso taken into aount). To desribe these proesses one has to know inpartiular the B�B ouplings.In Ref. [4℄ these ouplings are given in the form of a parity-onservinginteration of the photon with a urrent whose form (after setting q2 =q � A = 0) is fully analogous to Eq. (1)j�(2)(B�B) = f2;kl(q2) ki���5q� l ; (3)where a pair of indies k, l denotes a pair of baryons B, B� under onsider-ation, i.e. (k,l) � (B�k, Bl) or (Bk, B�l ). Following Ref. [12℄ one an hekthat hermitiity and CP invariane of j(2) � A oupling require funtion f2to be purely imaginary and symmetrif2;kl = f2;lk : (4)In Ref. [4℄ the orresponding funtion is stated to be real and antisymmet-ri. This di�erene is inessential beause one an always absorb our purelyimaginary phase of f2 into the de�nition of the spinor of the intermediateexited state. The relation valid for both our onvention and that of Ref. [4℄is f y2 = �f2.There is one problem with Eq. (3) that was not disussed in Ref. [4℄ atall: the form of the right-hand side of Eq. (3) is not the most general formfor the situation under onsideration. In fat, Eq. (3) is fully orret onlywhen partiles B�, B are on their mass shells. In the pole model, however,the intermediate exited states are ertainly not on their mass shells. Thus,the use of Eq. (3) is not fully justi�ed.To substantiate our laim we shall onsider the urrentj�(1)(B�B) = f1;kl(q2)(�i)(pk + pl)�q�"���� k� l (5)whih is quadrati in external momenta. As before, (k; l) =(B�k ; Bl) or(Bk; B�l ). Hermitiity and CP invariane of the oupling of j(1) to a photon



On the Pattern of Asymmetries in the Pole Model of: : : 275require f1 to be purely imaginary and antisymmetri (f y1 = f1 in phase-onvention-independent form). We observe that a form totally analogous toEq. (5) might also be used as an axial urrent relevant for desribing theparity violating oupling of a photon to ground-state baryonsej�5 = ~gkl(q2)(�i)(pk + pl)�q�"���� k� l (6)with initial and �nal spin 1=2+ baryons k; l. Hermitiity and CP invarianeof ej5 � A interation require ~g to be real and symmetri~gkl = ~glk : (7)Using the identity��� = g��� � g��� + g��� � i5"����� (8)it is straightforward to show that�i(pk + pl)�q�"���� k� l=  k(q2� � q� 6q)5 l +  k(6pki���5q� � i���5q� 6pl) l : (9)Thus, for partiles k, l on their mass shell the urrent ej5 of Eq. (6) reduesto the urrent j5 of Eq. (1) with g1;kl = ~gkl and g2;kl = (mk � ml)~gkl.Interation with real transverse photons of the �rst term on the rhs of Eq. (9)vanishes. As to the seond term, please note that the obtained funtiong2;kl is antisymmetri and that it vanishes for equal masses of baryons k, l.Although for the parity-onserving urrent j�(1)(B�B) the identity of Eq. (9)also holds, in the pole model of WRHD's one annot in general replae 6pkand 6pl by the orresponding baryon masses: the intermediate baryons B�are not on their mass shell. We shall see later what are the onsequenes ofthis lak of su�ient generality of the urrent of Eq. (3).3. Parity�violating amplitudes in pole modelThe pole model is built from two basi building bloks. The �rst de-sribes weak interation, the seond - eletromagneti emission of a photon.Parity violation omes from weak interations whih transform ground-statebaryons into exited spin 1=2� baryons and vie versa.The parity-violating weak transitions are desribed byakl k l ; (10)where the pair of indies k, l desribes a pair of baryons (B,B�), i.e. (k; l) =(B�k ; Bl) or (Bk; B�l ). Hermitiity and CP invariane require a to be purelyimaginary and antisymmetri akl = �alk : (11)



276 P. �enzykowski(Again we di�er in onventions with Ref. [4℄, where a is real and symmetri.A onvention-independent ondition is ay = a.)The eletromagneti emission is desribed by oupling the photon to thesum j(B�B) of urrents of Eqs. (3),(5)j�(B�B) = f1;kl(q2)(�i)(pk + pl)�q�"���� k� l+f2;kl(q2) ki���5q� l : (12)The alulation of Ref. [4℄ orresponds to f1 = 0, f2 6= 0 and leadsto the pattern (�;�;�;�) (see e.g. Ref. [1℄). Sine this ase was studiedelsewhere [1, 4℄, we will onsider it only in a disussion, a little later. Thereally novel feature is the �rst term (f1) on the right hand side of Eq. (12).We turn now to the evaluation of its e�ets. We will show that this termgenerates asymmetry pattern (�;+;+;�).There are two pole-model diagrams (Fig. 1(a),(b)) ontributing to thedeay Bi ! Bf. The amplitude orresponding to these diagrams is builtfrom our basi bloks in a simple way. Weak interation (symbolized byblobs in Fig. 1) is desribed by Eq. (10) while the eletromagneti urrent byEq. (12). In addition, there must be a pole fator 1=(p2�m2�) orrespondingto the propagation of the o�-shell exited baryon B�.� � �uHweakBiB�Bf  (a) � � �uHweak BiB�Bf (b)Fig. 1. Baryon-pole diagram for parity-violating WRHD amplitudes.Using the �rst term (j(1)) of the urrent of Eq. (12) the following expres-sion orresponds then to Fig. 1(a):f1;fk�(�i)(pf + pk�)�q�"����uf�uk� � 1p2i �m2k� � ak�iuk�ui ; (13)where k� labels intermediate exited states (summation over admissible k�is implied). The ontribution orresponding to Fig. 1(b) isafk�ufuk� � 1p2f �m2k� � f1;k�i(�i)(pk� + pi)�q�"����uk��ui (14)with appropriate mk� , di�erent from that in Eq. (13). However, sine weare mainly onerned with the limit ms �md ! 0, for our purposes it is



On the Pattern of Asymmetries in the Pole Model of: : : 277su�ient to onsider 1=2+ � 1=2� mass splitting to be muh larger thanms�md. Thus, we may put the same mk� everywhere. Upon summing theabove two ontributions and replaing the fator uk�uk� by 6pk� +mk� , weat with 6pk� on ui (uf ) for the ontributions of Fig 1(a), 1(b), respetively.This yields mi (mf ). Using p2i = m2i and p2f = m2f we obtain the totalpole-model ontribution from f1 terms�i(pi + pf )�q�"����uf�ui � � f1;fk�ak�imi �mk� + afk�f1;k�imf �mk�� : (15)Now, for real photons and external baryons on their mass shell the fatorin front of the braes in Eq. (15) an be redued using Eq. (9). In thisway, Eq. (15) is brought into our �nal form and the parity-violating WRHDamplitude is obtained from(mf �mi)� f1;fk�ak�imi �mk� + afk�f1;k�imf �mk�� � uf i���q�5uiA� : (16)As Eq. (16) shows, all parity-violating WRHD amplitudes vanish now inthe limit mi ! mf . Furthermore, this vanishing does not ome about asa result of the anellation between the ontributions from the s- and u-hannel poles as in Ref. [4℄. In fat, for f = i the denominators of the twoterms in braes are idential and the same an be shown to hold for thenumerators sine: 1) f1;fk� = f1;ik� = �f1;k�i and 2) afk� = aik� = �ak�ileads to f1;fk�ak�i = (�f1;k�i)(�afk�). One an also easily see that underi $ f interhange the expression in braes in Eq. (16) is symmetri, i.e.f: : :gif = +f: : :gfi, and therefore the whole expression (mf � mi)f: : :g isantisymmetri , in agreement with the seond of Eqs. (2).Let us now try to use the urrent j(1) while putting intermediate baryonsB� on their mass shell. For real transverse photons the urrent j(1) of Eq. (5)may be then reexpressed using the simpli�ed version of Eq. (9)�i(pk + pl)�q�"����uk�ul = (mk �ml)uki���q�5ul (17)for (k; l) = (B�k; Bl) or (Bk; B�l ). The eletromagneti urrents in Eqs. (13),(14) are then replaed byf1;k�i(mk� �mi)uk�i���q�5ui (18)for Fig. 1(a) (Eq. (13)) andf1;fk�(mf �mk�)uf i���q�5uk� (19)for Fig. 1(b) (Eq. (14)). Please note that now the fators f1;kl�(mk �ml�)multiplying spinorial expressions in Eqs. (18), (19) have symmetry proper-ties of the f2 fators, i.e. they are symmetri under k $ l� interhange,



278 P. �enzykowskias in Eq. (4). We might write ~f2;fk� � f1;fk�(mf � mk�) and ~f2;k�i �f1;k�i(mk��mi) with ~f2 symmetri, and thus fully analogous to f2 in Eqs. (3),(12). Consequently, results of Ref. [4℄ should follow. Indeed, applying theproedure desribed above for the true urrent j(1) we obtain now the oun-terpart of Eq. (16) for the urrent of Eqs. (18), (19)�f1;fk�(mf �mk�)ak�imi �mk� + afk�f1;k�i(mk� �mi)mf �mk� � � uf i���q�5ui : (20)Now, for f = i the denominators of the two terms in Eq. (20) are identialbut the numerators di�er in sign sine: f1;fk� = f1;ik� = �f1;k�i, afk� =aik� = �ak�i and (mf �mk�) = �(mk��mi). Thus, for f = i the two termsin Eq. (20) anel. This is preisely the ase onsidered in Ref. [4℄ whereonly the urrent j(2) was onsidered and the anellation between the twodiagrams of Fig. 1 was invoked as a way in whih Hara's theorem is satis�ed.In Ref. [4℄ suh a anellation does not our, however, for the remainingthree relevant WRHD's, namely �! n, �0 ! �, and �0 ! �0.4. DisussionPhenomenologially, the most suessful model seems to be the VMDmodel of Ref. [7℄ (and its update in Ref. [1℄). In the VMD approah the ru-ial assumption (apart from the VMD presription) is the assumed SU(6)Wsymmetry relating WRHD's to the well measured experimentally nonlep-toni hyperon deays (NLHD's). Thus, the size and the pattern of parityviolating WRHD amplitudes are determined by symmetry from NLHD's.The symmetry struture of the parity-violating WRHD and NLHD am-plitudes of Refs. [7℄ may be understood in terms of the pole model. In viewof:(1) onsiderations of the preeding setion in whih two di�erent possiblepatterns of WRHD asymmetries were obtained in the pole model, and(2) the symmetry onnetion between WRHD's and NLHD's that formsthe basis of the suessful approah of Refs. [7℄,it is pertinent to disuss nonleptoni hyperon deays in the pole model alongthe lines of the preeding setion and to study the relation between thesymmetry strutures of WRHD's and NLHD's. This is what we will turn tonow.For the sake of further disussion let us assume that masses of otetpseudosalar mesons are negligible, m2P � 0. Thus, we shall disuss theparity-violating CP-onserving amplitudes for the Bi ! P 0Bf ouplings



On the Pattern of Asymmetries in the Pole Model of: : : 279with P 0 a CP = �1 pseudosalar meson (�0 or �8) and Bi;f � ground-state baryons. Consider the following ouplingb(0)fi ufuiP 0 + b(1)fi uf 6quiP 0 + b(2)fi uf (�i���(pf + pi)�q�)uiP 0 ; (21)where (by CP-invariane and hermitiity) all b(n) are imaginary, with b(0)fi ,b(2)fi antisymmetri and b(1)fi symmetri under i$ f interhange. For baryonsBf , Bi on mass shell the oupling of Eq. (21) may be rewritten (q2 = m2P )as nb(0)fi + (mi �mf )b(1)fi + [(mi �mf )2 �m2P ℄b(2)fi oufuiP 0 ; (22)where we may put m2P = 0. The a priori possible term b(10)fi uf (6pf+ 6pi)uiP 0,linear in external momenta, may be absorbed into the b(0)fi term.In the pole model of NLHD's the ouplings of Eq. (22) arise from theparity-violating weak transition of Eq. (10) followed by parity-onserving�0 (or �8) emission from the exited spin 1=2� baryon (a reverse orderof interations is also taken into aount). Consider parity-onserving P 0emission ouplings desribed byf (0)kl ukulP 0 + f (1)kl uk 6qulP 0 + f (2)kl uk(�i���(pk + pl)�q�)ulP 0 (23)with (k; l) = (B�k; Bl) or (Bk; B�l ). Hermitiity and CP-invariane require allf (n)kl to be real with f (0)kl , f (2)kl symmetri and f (1)kl asymmetri under k $ linterhange. Sine exited intermediate spin 1=2� baryon is not on its massshell we are not allowed to replae Eq. (23) by a momenta-independent formanalogous to Eq. (22). (In Eq. (23) we have negleted an a priori possibleterm f (10)kl uk(6pk+ 6pl)ulP 0; alulation shows that its e�et is fully analogousto that of the f (0) term.) Working out the pole model ontributions fromvarious terms of Eq. (23) we obtain (as in the previous setion)(1) from the f (0) term8<: f (0)fk�ak�imi �mk� + afk�f (0)k�imf �mk�9=;ufuiP 0 (24)with the fator in braes antisymmetri under i$ f interhange (this is theterm usually onsidered in papers on nonleptoni hyperon deays),(2) from the f (1) term(mi �mf )8<: f (1)fk�ak�imi �mk� + afk�f (1)k�imf �mk�9=;ufuiP 0 (25)



280 P. �enzykowskiwith the fator in braes symmetri under i$ f interhange,(3) from the f (2) term[(mi �mf )2 �m2P ℄8<: f (2)fk�ak�imi �mk� + afk�f (2)k�imf �mk�9=;ufuiP 0 (26)with the fator in braes antisymmetri under i $ f interhange. Thus,the pole model yields spei� preditions for b(0)fi , b(1)fi , and b(2)fi of Eq. (22),whih are given by fators in braes in Eqs. (24), (25), (26).Assuming now that one of the two patterns of parity-violating NLHDamplitudes (orresponding to the symmetry or antisymmetry of the fatorin braes) is dominant, there appears the question whih pattern is atuallyrealized in Nature.Calulations of Desplanques, Donoghue and Holstein (Ref. [13℄) andthose of Ref. [7℄ orrespond to the pattern obtained from terms f (0) orf (2), whih oinides with the preditions of urrent algebra. For the sake ofomparison with Eqs. (24)�(26) in Table I we give a few seleted amplitudesorresponding to the symmetry pattern of these referenes. Table I expliitlydemonstrates the antisymmetry of the fator f: : :g under �+ $ p (p $ p)interhange and the anellation between the ontributions from diagrams1(a) and 1(b) for f = i: for pp�0 ase antisymmetry ensures vanishing of thetotal ontribution to the parity-violating pp�0 oupling. This is also whaturrent algebra gives [13℄ sine hp�0jH�W jpi / hpj[I3;H+W ℄jpi = 0. Suh van-ishing ours also for �+ ! pU0 oupling where U0 = (p3�0 + �8)=2, aU -spin singlet. TABLE IContribution of diagrams 1(a) and 1(b) to seleted parity-violating BB0P 0 ampli-tudes. diagram 1(a) diagram1(b)hp�0jH�W j�+i � 16p2 12p2bh�+�0jH�W jpi � 12p2b 16p2hp�0jH�W jpi �� 12p2 b� 16p2� ot �C � 12p2b+ 16p2� ot �ChpU0jH�W j�+i � 12p6b� 16p6 12p6b+ 16p6In Table I, the b-term originates from W -exhange diagrams, while the-term represents hadroni loop/quark-sea ontribution [15℄. AlthoughW -exhange seems to ontribute to diagram 1(b) only, this does not meanthat individual ontributions from W -exhange with nonstrange intermedi-ate exited baryons are all zero. They do not vanish but they all anel



On the Pattern of Asymmetries in the Pole Model of: : : 281among themselves (f. [14℄). Experimental data on NLHD's annot de-termine whih of the two patterns (orresponding to f (0)=f (2) or f (1)) isorret. This is so beause in all �0 emission amplitudes the b-terms omesolely from diagrams 1(b) and the -terms - solely from diagrams 1(a). Sinethe size and sign of  is a phenomenologial parameter it is impossible todi�erentiate between the two patterns. If �8 (U0) emission were kinemat-ially allowed, this would be possible: anellation of two ontributions tothe hpU0jH�W j�+i amplitude would be replaed by onstrutive interferenefrom diagrams 1(a) and 1(b).Let us now go bak to WRHD's. The onnetion between NLHD's andWRHD's is ahieved in Ref. [7℄ by onsidering the ombined �avour-spinsymmetry SU(6)W . This symmetry is suited for the desription of two-bodydeays beause spin generators of SU(2)W ommute with Lorentz boostsalong deay axis [16℄. Consequently, if one wants to apply SU(2)W it isappropriate to hoose one of Lorentz frames obtained from the initial partilerest frame by boosts along deay axis. Thus, we hoose any frame in whihpi + pf = �q with arbitrary �.For further disussion let us reall the following identity:uf i���5q�ui = (mf �mi)uf�5ui � (pi + pf )�uf5ui : (27)After �xing the gauge to be the Coulomb one (A0 = 0, A � q = 0), theseond term on the right hand side of Eq. (27) deouples from the photon.Thus, in the SU(2)W -symmetri framework, the terms uf i�k�5q�uiAk andufk5uiAk lead to amplitudes proportional to eah other, the oe�ient ofproportionality being mi�mf . Consequently, the model of Ref. [4℄ (f1 = 0,f2 6= 0) generates the same amplitudes as(mi �mf )B(1)if � ufk5uiAk ; (28)where B(1)if denotes the term (asymmetri under i$ f interhange) in braesin Eq. (20) with ~f2 replaed by f2. For the present paper (f1 6= 0, f2 = 0),Eq. (16) orresponds to(mi �mf )2B(2)if � ufk5uiAk ; (29)where B(2)if denotes the term (symmetri under i$ f) in braes in Eq. (16).The result of Kamal�Riazuddin [5℄ orresponds to the expression(mi �mf )0B(0)if � ufk5uiAk with some symmetri B(0)if .In general, the fators B(k)if do not vanish for mi = mf . Symmetryproperties of fators B(0) and B(2) are idential and, onsequently, they



282 P. �enzykowskilead to the same pattern of asymmetries: (�;+;+;�). On the other hand,dominane of the B(1) term would lead to the pattern (�;�;�;�).If new experiments on�rm the pattern (�;+;+;�) whih seems to befavoured by the older data (Refs. [1℄), it will mean that the dominant partsof all parity violating WRHD amplitudes are proportional to an even powerof mi �mf . Thus, one of two possibilities below must hold. Either(1) Hara's theorem is violated as in the quark model alulations of Ref. [5℄with B(0)if 6= 0, or(2) Hara's theorem is satis�ed as a byprodut of vanishing (in the limitmi ! mf ) of all parity-violating WRHD amplitudes. (This vanishingmay be approximate for those deays where a nonzero B(1) of Eq. (28)may ontribute). This orresponds to B(0) = 0, (m� �mN )B(2) �B(1) � 0. In this ase, the observed large asymmetry of �+ ! p de-ay should not surprise us too muh. To say that the size of the relevantparity-violating amplitude is �large� means that we have to ompareit with some standard size. Thus, we should ompare the �+ ! pamplitude with other parity-violating amplitudes of WRHD's. How-ever, sine they all vanish in the SU(3) limit in the same way as the�+ ! p amplitude does, the relative size of the latter amplitude islarge indeed.Within the SU(6)W� VMD approah one expets that in NLHD's andWRHD's the terms of the same order in mi � mf are symmetry-related.Thus, if SU(6)W� VMD preditions for the WRHD asymmetries are borneout by the data and one insists that Hara's theorem is to be satis�ed, thiswould mean that only the ontributions from f (2) terms should be presentin NLHD's and that, onsequently, the parity-violating NLHD amplitudesshould vanish in the SU(3) limit.However, sine the mass of the deaying partile is not a free parameter,one annot di�erentiate between ontributions of type f (0) and f (2) usingdata on hyperon nonleptoni deays alone. Nonetheless, instead of onsid-ering �S = 1 deays, one may study �S = 0 parity-violating NNM ou-plings, and try to see if mass-dependene harateristi of f (2) (or perhapsf (1)) terms is present in these ouplings. In theoretial alulations mass-dependene harateristi of the f (1) term was obtained in the past [17℄,leading to A(n0�) of order (mn �mp)=(m� �mp) � 10�2 times the �bestvalues� of Ref. [13℄. If the NLHD and WRHD amplitudes are indeed propor-tional to (mi�mf )2 as the signature (�;+;+;�) and insistene on satisfyingHara's theorem would demand, then one would expet totally negligible weakparity-violating NN� and NNV ouplings. At present, data seem to indi-ate that these ouplings, although somewhat smaller than the �best value�



On the Pattern of Asymmetries in the Pole Model of: : : 283predition of Ref. [13℄, are nonetheless of the same order [18, 19℄. Totallynegligible value of weak NN� oupling is also possible [20℄. However, thegeneral order of magnitude of NNM ouplings is onsistent with the lakof the (mi �mf )2 fator [18, 19℄. Hene, although in priniple it is possi-ble that the signature (�;+;+;�) for the WRHD asymmetries is onsistentwith Hara's theorem, the underlying approah leads then to negligible weakNNM ouplings in disagreement with experiment.5. ConlusionsWe have studied parity-violating WRHD amplitudes in the pole model.In this model the properties of these amplitudes depend on the propertiesof the parity-onserving 1=2��1=2+� ouplings. Two di�erent onservedeletromagneti loal baryoni urrents have been used for the desriptionof the transition of an on-shell ground-state baryon into an o�-shell exitedbaryon (or vie versa). Although the two urrents beome indistinguish-able for a transition between on-shell baryons, they are inequivalent whenbaryons are o�-shell. As a result, the two urrents lead to di�erent pat-terns of asymmetries in weak radiative hyperon deays. We have shownthat in the pole model with Hara's theorem expliitly satis�ed it is stillpossible to obtain the asymmetry pattern (�;+;+;�) that is harateristiof the quark model. Thus, the pattern (�;+;+;�) is not an unmistakablesign of the violation of Hara's theorem. Phenomenologial suess of theSU(6)W� VMD approah to WRHD's may be understood as being onsis-tent with Hara's theorem if the dominant parts of all WRHD and NLHDparity-violating amplitudes vanish in the SU(3) limit. Although the suessof the SU(6)W� VMD approah does not neessarily demand violation ofHara's theorem, it requires totally negligible weak NNM ouplings if Hara'stheorem is to be satis�ed. Data on hadroni parity violation indiate thatno suh suppression of NNM ouplings ours in reality, however. Thus, ifthe pattern (�;+;+;�) of WRHD asymmetries (i.e., espeially, the posi-tive sign of the �0 ! � asymmetry) is on�rmed, then, together with thenon-negligible size of weak NNM ouplings this would indiate violation ofHara's theorem.A Hara's-theorem-saving alternative to this onlusion is to aept non-negligible NNM ouplings but to relinquish the VMD assumption. That is,one has to aept that although VMD works for WRHD's (if it does indeed),it annot be used for the determination of parity-violating oupling of pho-ton to proton. The suess of VMD for WRHD's looks then more like anaident. Although suh a standpoint is a logial possibility it leaves us in avery bad situation beause it means that our most herished and suessfulmodels of eletromagneti properties of hadrons (i.e. both the VMD and the
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